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0. Introduction 
0 The question: "What 4 is an adaptive controller?' ' is as old as the 

word "adaptive control" itself, In this paper we will adopt a 

pragmatic viewpoint v :ontrollers with I Jhich identifies adaptive ( 

nonlinear feedback controllers, designed for classes (families) 

iear systems. In contrast to classical linear feedback con- 

trollers which are designed for individual s,ystems, these non- 

linear controllers are required to achieve a specific desiqn 

objective (such as e.g. stability, tracking or deco1 

u = f(k y) 9 

In the above picture, 1 denotes a given class of linear systems 

(A,B,C) with a fixed number .m 3 P of inputs resp. 01 

functions 

Itputs.. The 

which determine the controller dynamic Cf g9 art 

belong to some function space F. Examples'are the 

? required to 

2 space of 

smooth functions F = Cm(RP'q,Rm'q), or suitable other spaces 

of analytic functions, piecewise C" functions, etc. 

Concerning the I ization, the :ontrol objective of adaptive stabil- 

controller 
cf,g 

is called a ~t~~i~erscx% cxdnp6ivs stabiZizer' (1: JAS$ 
for z 0 f d-imer,s<on 9) provided far any fixed sysl tern (A,B,C) E Zc 
and for all initial data (x(O),k(O)) the closed loop system 

f: Rp'q -+ R", g: Rr"'q -+ Rq, 
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i = Ax f Bf(k,Cx) 
4 (0.1) 

It = g(k,Cx) 

satisfies 

(0.2a) lim x(t) = 0. 
t- 

(0.2b) 3 M :, 0 such that /k(t)( 5 M for all t E iIO,m), 

See Morse (1983) or Byrnes, Helmke, Morse (X986), where instead 

of (0.2b) the more restrictive assumption 

"(02b') lim k(t) = kco exists"." 
t-+co 

s is used. 

Since the control functions f,g are not allowed to depend upon 

the parameters (A,B,C) E 1, the existence problem of such 

universal controllers (f,g) is quite subtle.' This is true even 

for the class 2 of scalar first order controllable and ob- 

servable systems 

i = ax + Ru 
(0.3) 

Y = yx 

a 
where a E R, n+o, y+o. 

rE Morse (1983) conjectured the non-existence of first order (q=l) 

universal stabilizers for the class x1 of all systems (0.3). 

Later on, R. Nussbaum (1984) gave the following counter example 

to Morse's conjecture, proving the global adaptive stability 

(OAa), (0.2b') of 
. 

(0.4a) j = (a + Rv(k2tl)ins"ck2)?, 

(0.4b) k = y(k'+-1) 

for abl (a,@,~) E X1. 

Morse's and Nussbaum's pioneering work initiated considerable 

recent progress in designing universal adaptive stabilizers 

$ 

8 
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for vat -ious classes of linear systems.We 

Byrnes and Willems (1984), Heymann, Lewi 

Mflrtensson (1985a,l985b,1986), Ilchmann, 

(1986), Owens, Pratzel-Wolters and Ilchm 

Mudgett (1985), Morse (1984a,1984b,1985) 

mention in particul ar 

s and Meyer (1985), 

Owens and Pratzel-Wolters 

ann (2987), Morse and 

. 

This culminated in the recently found ne 

conditions for universal adaptive stabil 

Helmke and Morse (1986) and Mgrtensson ( 

cessary and sufficient 

ization, see Byrnes, 

1986). 

zation 

. 

Despite of this encouraging progress in the adaptive stabili 

problem, we are still far away from a complete understanding 

In particular, the robustness properties of such universal sta- 

bilirers are only very poorly understood. For example, one would 

like to have answers to the following questions: 

(a) How does the closed-loop system (0.1) behave under - say - 

additive noise or structural perturbations in f,g ? 

(b) Does there exist something like a "structurally stable" 

adaptive controller in analogy to structural stable vector 

fields ? 

(c') Is "bursting", as e.g. documented in Anderson (1983), 

necessary for adaptive stabilization ? 

In order to obtain a first understanding of question (a) we 

propose to study the following specific problem 

(P) Chara t c erize the set UASl c: C"(R2,R2) of all first 

order universal adaptive stabilizers (f,g) for x1 ! 

What are the interior points of UASl ? 

While we will not fully solve this problem, we derive a simple 

.necczssary condi-t-ion for a pair (f,g) to belong to UAS1, depending 

only on the parameter adaption function g. This condition is 

close to be sufficient in the sense that - up to a technical 

additional assumption - for each such g one can in fact con- 

struct an if with (f,g) E UAS1 (see Thm. 3.1). 



c - 0.c - 

c Throughout this paper we will res'_. -. trict ourselves to the simplest 

possible case: the adaptive ctahili7ati ----. . .-UX. on of first-order systems 

(0.3) by one-dimensional car itrollers. 

We proceed as follows: 

In section 1 we study systems having a n*flmr:1*? f,imc+ 

This concept is useful for the qeneral 
f ‘. I’ Y c.. c j v L 1.1 ,, integral. 

stability analysis of first 

" .-- ---.I - -'I- .+ .Ill\-*..a I "II&i I troll6 ?r 

research fe.o. Willems-Byrnes (1984)). 

-"....,Wl LI .,ection 3 is 

al classes of UAS's for x'. 

order scalar systems, contra 

and is implicit in previous ,--J- __._ - - 

The necessary condition is derived in sect-ion 7 C 

based on section 2 and deals with gener; 

As special cases of our general analysis we re-ohl-ain the 

results of Gyrnes/Willems, Nlrq?hatlrn 2nd Ho\/rnA 

Finally, section 4 deals wit I -~' - -- 
universal stabilizers. Different types of pertllrha+- 

- "---. . stability 

,-LI.....YII~ YII... <I WJ lllU nn/Lewis/Meyer. 

.h robustness orooertiez of first order 

"-. -." ., ions are studied 

s. These results de- and we report extensive simulation experiment 

monstrate considerable qualitative differences in the dvn 

behaviour of various adaptive 

posed controllers all exhibi J I- " - " -..' - " 
one explicit controller which does not. tn pxhi 
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a- 1. First Integrals and Stability - 

For autonomous systems " 

(1.1) i(t) = f(x(t)), f: R" -+ Rn, t E R, 

P 

a first; integral E is defined as a smooth, non constant, 

function E: R" -+ R which satisfies 

(l.Za) d Ebb)) = 
dt j=l $$jfj(X(t)) s O E 

for every solution x(t) of (1.1). Thus E is required to be 
constant along the trajectories of (1.1) or, equivalently, 

whose gradient 'E = (g. )iE,> is orthogonal to the vector field 

f(x) = (flW,...,i,cX,,I 
_- 

for all x E Rn. 

A proper $*irst integral for (1.1) is a first integral 

E E C1(Rn,R) which satisfies the extra condition of properness: 

(Ub) KcR compact -+ E-l(k) compact. 

In any of the subsequent results one can replace properness by 

the weaker condition 

(1.2c) E-l(a) is compact for all a ER 

without changing the validity of the statements. 

As a first observation we note that the existence af a proper 

first integral implies the boundedness of the solutions of (l.l), 

Lemma 1.1 

If the system (1.1) has a first proper integral E then every 
solution x(4 of (1.1) is bounded and exists for all t E R. 

Proof: Let x(t) be any 'solution of (l.l), a: = E(x(0)). 

By (l.Z), x(t) E E-I(a) for all t, The result follows from 
the compactness of E-l(a). 

D 
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(c) C is a finite set of equilibria tosether with 

trajectories joining them. 

(d) C is a single equilibrium point, C = I(xa,'ym)I, 

Let us consider first case (a). Since (i) does not hold, we 

assume w.1.o.g. that C is a (possibly one-sided) limit c 

of (1.3). Thus all solutions, starting in a (possibly one-s 

open neighborhood of C tend to C. But then E must be 

actually constant on that neighborhood. Contradiction. 

Similarly in each of the cases (b) and (c) there would exis 

an open neighborhood (possibly one-sided) of C such that 

trajectories startinq there would converoe to C. 

may 
ycle 

ided) 

t 

the 

? 

1: Figure .ll.l.-_- Flaw near a continuum of equilibria 

tant value on But this forces the integral E to take on a consl-. ___._ 

that neighborhood. Contradiction, Thus we are left with ca!: 

which completes the Proof. 

._..;e (d) , 

There are some simple a priori situations in which _-__ ,.r rasp ti) 

cannot occur. For example, let 

(1.6) hLYf 2 0 (g(x,y) C 0) for all (x,y) E R2. 

Then y(t) is monotonically increasing (r--,. ---.---...3,, e5n. dPcrPadnnl, 

But this implies that (1.3) has no periodic solutions at al 1. 

q 

A similar argument as in the proof of Prop. 1.2 she 3ws : 

,> 
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or 

(2.8) g(k,y) < 0 on D 

w.l.0.g. assume (2.7). Then the domain D is invariant under 

the flow. For each initial condition (k .v ) E D. 

monotonically increasinq, hence converqes 

value 

- - 

t- 
km > kN. Since y(t) 3 0 

% Q’“0’ ” 
k(t) is 

by (2.3b) to some finite 

13 (O,k,J must be an 

adiction. equilibrium point for (2.2). Contr 

Thus g 

there e 

3 
k " By the division the 

xists r 1 1 and an analyt 

ghy) - yr ?f(k,y) fo 

orem for analytic functions 

ic function 7: R 2 -+ R with 

r all (k,y) E R2" 

set of 

By choosing r maximally, ‘s,,: = i-(.,0) has only a discrete 

zeroes. The complement'of t his set of zeroes is a connected 

subset of R2, hence ?i(k,y) cannot change sign on R2. 

a 

Actually, this proof shows a little bit more: 

F 

' Corollary 2,5 --..~_~-.-- 
Let (f,g) be an analytic universal'adaptive stabilizer for 2 . 

Then for all (o,R,y) (I x1, the closed loop system (2.2) has 

infinitely many equilibria points. 

cl 

Proposition 2.6 

Every UAS (f,g) for 2 is a strict UAS. 

ria set for (2.2). Consider 

.A -emma 2.4 

1) converqes to an 

Proof: Le 

first the 

and Propos 

equilibriu 

is discret 

each half 

either the 

(OA) or 

t E denote the equilib 

case where, E = C(k,y)ly = 03. Then bv 1 

ition 1.3 the solution (k(t),y(t.. 

m point (O,k,) and we are done. Now supoose that 

e. Because of Corollary \ I _ ._ 

plane f(k,y)ly > 01 resp. C(k,v)lv < ( 

trajectory converges t 

winds around a finite set of equilibria 

I  I  E 

2.3 k(s) is monotonic on 

13 *, Hence -. .".,S 
o some eauilibrium point 

r(oi,),... ,(O,k,)l, kl'< k2 e...< kr. 
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c 

Y 
for 01-~t) and the SCVTILZ c;izo$;ee c)$ f(k) - one can replace the gain 

adaptation law (3.15) by any formula of the type 

as lon eiqhborhood gas g: R2 -+ R can be lower bounded on a n _, 

of a. In particular the linear aain adaptation law is a' 4 lways 

sufficient to guarantee stability, 

(1987) showed that a controller of the form: 

Remark 

In a recent paper A. Ilchmann, D.H. Owens and D, Pratzel-Wolters 

(3.27a) uw = f(kh(t)y(t) 

(3.17b) k(t) = Y2WW 

where +: R --, R is any piecewise continuous function bounc 

from 0: 

P 

led 

JEER: d.J(t)2c>o v t 2 0 

*Y 
inimum 

globally stabilises every system bALv> E 2 b-esp. fSVC?l 

scalar system (A,b,c) which is controllable, observable, m' 

phase and of relative degree 1). In one sense this type of 

controller opens more possibilities for stabiliration then the . _ 

corresponding specialization (r=2) of the adaptive configuu ,,ation ..I 

descr!bed irl (3.1?), k(t) 
-T-'""-" 
y"(t) 

is not necessarily a function of 

1 

ndent 

,ther 

0 

k a n d y D I n p a r t i c u 1 a r by choice of time functions dJ( ,t 1 

.the adaptation process can be manipulated externally indepe 

o,f the values of the gain k(t) and olltput y(t). On the c 

hand dk,y) in (3.10) is not required to be bounded from 

and not necessarily positive. An extension of the general 

adaptation law k = g(kd in the definition of an UAS (cf 

Definition 2.1) to k = g(t,k,y) would perhaps provide a c 

framewark for the alternatives (3.10) and (3.17). 

:ommon 

\ 

a 

7 

P 
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B 

F-i-i. 6: I’husi! 1’ (‘1 7’ t 2’ (1. ‘1, i, , ’ i Case 1 ---- 

Case II: hf(q) + K > 0 on l~j,‘lj+zC’ l__ll_-.~ 
‘8% 

Then e-l! has finitely many zeroes yl,...,yk in Irlj,Tj+l[ 

with: 6 
* 

Y, '= ~j ' Y1 <*.*' Yk ' ~j+l =' Yk~l 

,a n d f(q) has constant sign on each interval1 IQ++1 [ ' 
O<a.rk. Furthermore by continuity of f(n): 

f(q) < Q on ]Y,+ u $$"&e~~ 

22 

*y rl 

Fig_” 7: f(q) bst;wser: 2 ZBYJOCTS of hf(q) + K = 0. .-,."- __... -1-1 

I~I the sector P- x ly 09y1[ (or jn R x Iv + . ksyk+l[) E(t) resb 

q(t) are monotonically increasing resp. decreasing (or decreasing 

resp. increasing). Hence the trajectories starting R-x Iyo,yIT 
* 

or in R+x Iyk3yk+I[ must remain there and converge to an 

* 
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equilibrium point (E,,n,), E, = 0. 

Consider now trajectories starting in Rx [Y, ,+I * Because 

hfh) + k is bounded from 0 on TY1,Ykl c ‘j there exi! ;ts a 

constant c > 0 such that 

(3.27) Ifh) I 181 = ?~';f1771~~- 5 C for all rl E [yl’yRI 

holds for the solution of (3.26). Thus any solution of (3.26) star- 

ting in resp. entering the sector R x cyl$ykl either con- 

verges there to an equilibrium point (O,nco) or lea 

in a finite time, entering either R, x l.yr,,ycL,[ 

ves this sector 

or I\ R 1 .L 
R I x lro,u,L. 

Similarly, consider any trajectory (E(a),n(a)) starting in 

R-f- x Iy,,ylI’ resp. in R- x l~~,y~+~[. In the first case, 

1ole E(t) is monotonically decreasing and n(t) increasing, WI 

in the second case E(t) is increasing and n(t) decreasins. 

In any case, (E+),n(~)) th us converges to some equilibriur n 

point (0,~)~). The result follows. 
a 

Consider now the H/h"-tvae controller of tht " b 3 form: 

(3.18a) i = (a + BYh i" ; $)*cos(,1 f ; E2))E 

(3.18b) : = K$. 

Here h z .i-, r = 2 and 

f(z) = cx + py z 2 cos z 

clearly satisfies the assumptions (i) - (iii) of Theorem 3.2 

and we see that (3.18) is globally stable, thus rederiving 

Heymann's et.al. stability result, Furthermore, we obtain a 

immediate Corollary of Theorem 3.2 the following extension 

the HLM-controller: 

.s an 

of 



(3*28) 1 { = KEr j 
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P 

Corollary 3.3 For all _I-~ h 2 0, K > 0, rZz1 

r- 

-_ - 

j = (a + By(~"h~r)2cos(~tXsr))~ ------I 

is a u.a,s. for all b,P,Y) c Id. 0 

Let r = 2. For X = l/2 (3.28) gives the Heymann et.al. 

controller (3.13) while for h = 0 we obtain a Byrnes-Willems 

iewed as a type controller. This shows that the BW-controller can be v 

degenerate form of the controllers (3.21). This - perhaps - 

x explains a little bit more why e.g. the HLM controller (3.19) 

shows better performance behaviour than the RW controller (3.15). 

Note further, that Theorem 3.2 shows global stability for a 

much wider class of controllersthan those studied by Hevman n et.al. 

Obviously, the above classes of controllers do not at all e xhaust _ 

the pot ;sible choices for desianina universallv adao .d 4 v tive stabilizers. 

strate We describe one further example of an UAS in order to demon 

how some interesting types of differential equations arise in 

the context of adaptive stabilization 

Theorem 3.4 .L--I-_-~ 
Consider the adaptive control scheme with .f,g E c1 -functions: 

(3.29a) j = r 

____II .-.. ".w_-m._-..---.-I--- 

(a -c M(k) + b(k)y)y 

13 ?Qh\ \-.---, i = \I 1 
LLi.-“~“_~~:-----~.--~ 

Let G(k) := ; g(cr)do and Q(k) := ;! e- i3G(d . (a+Pf(a))do. 
0 0 

Assume that for all a, P, P P 0: 

(3.30a) W.J; Q(k) = +a 

(3.30b) inf Q(k) = -CO 
k>O 
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the class of 

IS 

4. Robustness Properties - 

It should be obvious from the previous' results that 

universal stabiliters for the set 9 of first order systen 

forms a thin subset [IAS of the class of all vector fields in the 

plane. In particular the stability requirements (2.3) are highly 

non generic and the resulting closed loop systems (2.2) are quite 

degenerate as vector fields in the plane. Thus one should expect 

that even small perturbations of the control systems (2.2) will 

in general lead to unpredictable changes in the dynamical behaviour. 

We will,see that this is not quite true. Actually t.he proposed 

controllers share a certain amount of robustness under perturbations. 

However this does not mean that they all behave similarly under 

e.g. additive noise. 

In this section we analyze the effect of different types of per- 

turbations on the stabilizability properties of UAS's. Beside presen- 

ting some theoretical results we demonstrate the differences in 

the dynamical behavior (for example bursting phenomena) by means 

of simulation experiments. 

(I) Nonlinear structural perturbations 

We consider perturbations of the system (3.1) of the form: 

(4.1) j = ay + RYU + h(t,k,y)ey 

where the CI function h: R3 -+ R satisfies 

(4.2) gLER+ such that /h(Lk,y)l 5 1, 
for all (t,k,y) E R3. 

For example, h(t,k,y) can be given as a time varying perturbation 

caused by feedback loops or by nonlinear effects in the plant sensor 

or actuator. We note the following result: 

Theorem 4.1 -.---~_-_- 
Let f satisfy (3.6) and suppose h: R3 E R satisfies (4.2). Then 
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w 
Theorem 3.1 if a(a) is supposed to be 'slowly varying' we * 

see that this is also true in general, at least as long as ~(0) 

remains bounded. 

We demonstrate Corollary 4.2 by some simulation experiments. 

The following figlrres illustrate the behaviour of the discon- 

tinuous RW-controller: 

(*I I; = y2, u = s(k)ky 

i!Y 

1 if n2 5 k < (n+l)', n = 0,2,... 
s(k) = 

-1 if n2 $ k 2 (n+l)", n = 1,3,... 
P 

applied to the time varying-linear plant: 
* 

?i = (1 + 0 cos 0t)y - 0.5u 

The initial values for all simulations are (xo,ko) = (2,2). 

The pictures show that for fixed o the variation of the 

frequency 0 has nearly no influence on the solutions. 

Furthermore, very rapid oscillations with high amplitudes 

increase the oscillations in the trajectories, However they 

do not force the system to generate large output values IYW I * 
tu 

We emphasize one apparent paradoxon. As the simulations (0) 
t show, the adaptive control scheme (*) behaves particularly nice 

the larger t?zc perturbat<on ampLitude is. 

z 

,* x v 
3 





- 
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10' 

Fig. 8k: cs = 500, o = 500 

10 

Fig. 81: a = 200, 0 = 200 

A further simulation experiment shows the behaviour of the 

time varying linear plant: 

i(t) = 4*9y(t) - 0.5u(t) + (3 cos(w*y(t)>*y(t) 

controlled by the BW-controller. Here the time varying pertur- 

bations: 

h(t,y,k) = o cos(o*y(t)) 

depend explicitely on the current values of the output y(t). 

Initial values for the following simulation pictures 

are (xo,ko) = (2.7,2,2). A gain these figures show that a change 

in the parameters o and o (in a reasonable range) has no 

drastic effect on the behavior of the closed loop system. 





As shown in the previous section, 
. 

any gain adaptation law k 

r E N, can be combined with a Nussbaum tvue feedback law 

- 31 - 

(II) Additive input perturbations 

r yr, 

-J,~- .------1.. .-.. . 
ermore these adaptive 

_. _ _ . _ 1 

U = f(k)y to generate a UAS for x', Furth 

stabilizers are tolerant with resoect to nonlinear structura 

- . - .  .a 
perturbations, independent of the choice of r, Howpvpr if 

additive input perturbations e(t) are considered: 

(4.6a) i = (a + hf(k))y + e(t) 

(4.6b) I; = yr 

the stability behavior of the closed loop system (4.6) essentially 

differs if r is odd or even. If r is even then arbitrary small 

sinussoidal perturbations 4-O (or other noisy signals) generate 

bursting phenomena for the trajectories of (4.6). Since the 

integrator (4.6b) is continuously excited by e(t), k(t) wi' .  r  11 

wind up and highly negative poles can become positiv e when the 
switching functions f(k) chanqes its sign. 

However for the %inear adaotation law I; = v, these bursting 
ces like 

ri 

8 

phenomena do ~zot OCCUT, Even large disturban 

e(t) = 1000 cos 10t only marginally influence the closed lo{ 

trajectories Y(t)* We have the following result: 

.---- .- JP 

Let f: R+R; satisfv (3.6) and PI 

Theorem 4.3 

., \-..,I- -.R + R be piecewise con- 

tinuous with /;e(t)dti < = for all t. Then any solution of 
0 

(4.7a) 3; = (a + /3f(k))y + e(t) 

(4,7b) i = Y 

satisfies: 

(i 1 

(ii) 

[k(t)/ 5 M is uniformly bounded on R. 

I; YWd-cl is uniformly bounded on R, 
0 
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Finally if additionally y(e) and j(m) are globally bounded 

on [O$m) then the lemma is true for arbitrary Lp>spaces, 

because y(&&) E Lp[O,m) n LJOIa) implies 
. 

Yb),Y(*) (5 Lq[0,4 for every q, 9 2 P- 
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